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Two-phase reaction model of a gas-aluminum particles mixture
detonation
Junzheng Yuea,b, Hefei Donga, and Tao Honga

aInstitute of Applied Physics and Computational Mathematics, Beijing, China; bInstitute of Mechanics, Chinese
Academy of Science, Beijing, China

ABSTRACT
The reaction model of aluminum particles is the key to successfully simulate
the two-phase detonation of aluminum suspensions. In this study, by con-
sidering the decomposition of the aluminum oxide (Al2O3) product at high
temperature, the reaction model for aluminum particles is improved and is
incorporated into the numerical code. Then numerical simulations for two-
phase detonations of Al/air mixtures and Al/O2 mixtures are performed,
respectively, the simulated results for the peak pressure and the speed of
the two-phase detonation wave are in agreement with the experimental
results, which demonstrate the validity of the improved aluminum reaction
model. Moreover, the detonation parameters and the distributions of the
physical quantities around the detonation wave are analyzed.

KEYWORDS
Aluminum particles; reaction
model; two-phase
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Introduction

As one kind of industrial material used in common, aluminum particles are easily mixed with the air
and lead to two-phase detonation during their production period, which can cause enormous
damage (Liu and Zhang 2015). Besides, due to their high energy content, aluminum particles are
usually added to solid rocket propellants and explosives. Considering the industrial safety and the
application, the two-phase detonation involving aluminum suspensions has been extensively studied
for many years (Fedorov and Khmel 2005; Veyssiere, Khasainov, and Briand 2008). Observation of
the steady self-sustained detonation propagation in aluminum suspensions is difficult, and perform-
ing experiments in well-controlled and reproducible initial conditions of mixture composition
remains problematic. Therefore, numerical simulation becomes a convenient way for the detonation
study.

The major difficulty arising in numerical study for two-phase detonation of aluminum suspensions in
oxidizing atmosphere is themodeling of aluminum combustion. In general, the combustion of Al particle is
modeled as diffusion- or kinetics-limited regime. In the diffusion-limited regime, the chemical kinetic rate is
fast, and the oxidizer diffusion rate is the limiting rate (Beckstead 2005), while in the kinetics-limited regime,
the oxidizer diffusion to the Al particle surface is much faster, thus the chemical kinetics at the surface of the
Al particle becomes the rate limiter (Bazyn, Krier, andGlumac 2007; Tanguay et al. 2009). Glorian et al. have
theoretically investigated the role of surface kinetics and gas-phase mechanism regarding the particle size
and the atmosphere (Glorian, Gallier, and Catoire 2016). In a previous simulation work, Khasainov et al.
proposed a two-step model (Veyssiere, Khasainov, and Briand 2008), for which they adjusted kinetic
parameters to ensure agreement with the available experimental data. Zhang et al. had proposed a hybrid
model (Zhang, Gerrard, andRipley 2009) that accounts for both the diffusion- and kinetics-limited regimes,
they also discussed the conditions that determine the combustion regime. Similarly, Briand et al. improved
their two-stepmodel and developed a hybridmodel too (Briand, Veyssiere, and Khasainov 2010).Whereas,
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there is a pre-exponential factor Zhyb requiring fitting in thesemodels, and there is no general consensus for
Zhyb in the research community (Balakrishnan 2014); thus, it increases the difficulty of using these models.

In the present study, by considering the decomposition of the aluminum oxide (Al2O3) product at
high temperature, the diffusion reaction model is improved. Moreover, the improved reaction model
of Al particles is incorporated into the homemade numerical code, which solves the two-phase flow
equations with the space-time conservation element and solution element (CE/SE) method.
Afterward, three-dimensional numerical simulations for two-phase detonations involving aluminum
suspensions in air and pure oxygen atmospheres are performed, respectively; then, the simulation
results are analyzed and are compared with the experimental results.

Numerical Modeling

Hypothesis of Physical and Chemical Models

As the two-phase detonation of aluminum suspensions is a complex physical and chemical process,
we expound the gas-solid two-phase flow based on the following hypotheses (Kwon et al. 2003):

(1) Assume the aluminum particles to be incompressible and be dispersed uniformly in the gas.
(2) Assume the aluminum particles to be spherical and epigranular, the flake particle is

equivalent to spherical particle and the equivalent method is elucidated in the following text.
(3) There are no temperature gradients or pressure inside the aluminum particles, ignore the action of

gravity, interactions among the particles, as well as the energy loss caused by radiation.
(4) The energy released by the combustion of the Al particles is all absorbed by the gas.

Governing Equations

The two-phase flow model (Nigmatulin 1970) is adopted to describe the evolution of the Al
suspensions detonation. The model assumes the gaseous and solid phases to be continuous media
and takes into account the inter-phase exchange of mass, momentum, and energy. The balance
equations for the two phases are as follows:

Gaseous phase:

@ρ1φ1

@t
þ � � ðρ1φ1uÞ ¼ I (1)

@ρ1φ1u
@t

þ � � ððρ1φ1uÞ � uÞ þ �p ¼ Iv � F (2)

@ρ1φ1ðe1 þ 1
2 u � uÞ

@t
þ � � ðφ1uðρ1ðe1 þ

1
2
u � uÞ þ pÞÞ ¼ �Qþ Iðe2 þ 1

2
v � v þ qAlÞ � F � v (3)

Solid phase:

@ρ2φ2

@t
þ � � ðρ2φ2vÞ ¼ �I (4)

@ρ2φ2v
@t

þ � � ððρ2φ2vÞ � vÞ ¼ �Iv þ F (5)

@ρ2φ2ðe2 þ 1
2 v � vÞ

@t
þ � � ðρ2φ2vðe2 þ

1
2
v � vÞÞ ¼ Q� Iðe2 þ 1

2
v � vÞ þ F � v (6)

Particle number balance equation:

@n
@t

þ � � ðnvÞ ¼ 0 (7)

Gas species equation:
@ρ1φ1yj

@t
þ � � ðρ1φ1yjuÞ ¼ ωj (8)
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Equation of state for the gas:

p ¼ ρ1RgasT1

Xm
1

yj
wj

(9)

Specific internal energy for the two phases:

e1 ¼
ð
cv1dT1 ; e2 ¼ cv2T2 (10)

where
subscripts 1 and 2: refer to the gaseous phase and the aluminum particles, respectively
ρ: density
T: temperature
u,v: velocity of the gas and the aluminum particles, respectively, the bold variables represent

vectors
cv1: specific heat capacity of the gas at constant volume, and it is a step function of gas

temperature T1 (Haynes 2014)
cv2: specific heat capacity of aluminum, and the equation for e2 already considers the phase

transition
p: gas pressure
φ: volume fraction, and φ1 + φ2 = 1
I: mass decrease rate of aluminum particles per unit volume
qAl: released energy per unit mass of aluminum
n: aluminum particle number per unit volume
yj: mass fraction of the jth species in the gas
ωj: mass increase rate of the jth gas species per unit volume
Rgas: the universal gas constant
wj: molar mass of the jth gas species
F is the drag force obtained from the gas for the particles, and is given by (Nigmatulin 1970):

F ¼ 1
2
nπR2Cdρ1 u� vj jðu� vÞ (11)

where R is the radius of the aluminum particle, Cd is the drag coefficient and is given by

Cd ¼
24
Re 1þ 1

6Re
2=3

� �
Re< 1000

0:44 Re � 1000

�
(12)

where Re is the Reynolds number, and Re = 2ρ1|u-v|R/μ, in which μ is the gas viscosity.
The heat exchange rate Q between the gas and the particles is (Nigmatulin 1970):

Q ¼ 4nπR2βλ1NuðT1 � T2Þ=ð2RÞ (13)

where λ1 is the thermal conductive coefficient of the gas, Nu is the Nusselt number, and
Nu = 2 + 0.459Re0.55Pr0.33, in which Pr is the Prandtl number and is determined as Pr = μcp/λ1,
where cp is the specific heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure.

The factor β in Equation (13) is for the flake aluminum particle. In the present study, the flake
particle is equivalent to the spherical particle with the equal mass, and β is given by

β ¼ Sf =Ss T2 � Tm

1 T2 > Tm

�
(14)

where Sf is the real surface area of the flake particle, Ss is the surface area of the equivalent spherical
particle, Tm is the melting temperature of aluminum.
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The reason why the factor β is introduced into Equation (13) for the flake particle is that Sf is
bigger than Ss, which results that the flake particle can absorb more heat than the equivalent
spherical particle in the high temperature flow during its melting period. After the flake aluminum
particle melts into the liquid state, as the liquid aluminum drop is spherical, the factor β equals to 1.
It should be noted that there is no factor β in Equation (13) for the spherical aluminum particle, one
can also say β always equals to 1 for the spherical aluminum particle.

Reaction Model

The reaction model of aluminum particles is the innovation part of this paper. We previously used
two-step model, which separates the induction and combustion periods, to describe the reaction
process of the aluminum particles in two-phase detonation. For the induction period, considering
the effect of the alumina shell, theoretical explanation for the ignition of aluminum particle at
temperatures by Levitas et al. (Levitas et al. 2009) corresponds to the aluminum melting point. By
investigating the mechanism of shock wave ignition of aluminum particle, Hong et al. (Hong and
Qin 2003) also defined the melting temperature as the ignition temperature for aluminum particle
under dynamic conditions. Therefore, we assume that the aluminum particle begins to react when it
melts into the liquid state completely. For the combustion period, the reaction of aluminum particle
is simplified as: 4Al þ 3O2 ! 2Al2O3, and the burning rate I is given by the diffusion reaction model
(Price 1984):

I ¼ �nρ24πR
2 dR
dt

1
R
dR
dt

¼ � 1
kdm0 =ψ0:9

(15)

where
ρ2: aluminum density
R: radius of the aluminum particle, and it can be derived that 4Al þ 3O2 ! 2Al2O3

d0: initial mean diameter of the aluminum particles
ψ: mole fraction of the oxygen in the gas
and m = 1.75, k = 230850 (Price 1984). Although the product Al2O3 is in the liquid state, it is

assumed to be present in the form of very fine drops that behave as the gas phase; thus, it is treated
as a gas component but has no contribution to the gas pressure (Kwon et al. 2003).

In the present study, the above two-step model is improved by introducing the decomposition
reaction of the product Al2O3. As metal oxide generally does not exist in gaseous state (Steinberg,
Wilson, and Benz 1992), the Al2O3 will decompose instantly once the temperature exceeds its boiling
point. Similarly, the reverse reaction is simplified as: 2Al2O3 ! 4Al þ 3O2, this endothermic reac-
tion will limit the maximum gas temperature, which was observed in the case of aluminum
combustion (Glassman 1993). The boiling temperature Tb of A12O3 is given by the Clapeyron
equation (Shen and Tong 2007):

1
p
dp
dTb

¼ Lv
RgasT2

b

(16)

where p is the gas pressure, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization for A12O3. For the detonation of Al
particles/air mixtures, it is assumed that there are four kinds of gas species in the detonation flow
field: O2, N2, Al, and A12O3, while for the detonation of Al particles/pure oxygen mixtures, there is
no N2 component. The values of main parameters used in the computational model are listed in
Table 1.

The system of 3D equations (1–16) is solved in Cartesian x-y-z coordinates using an Eulerian grid,
the homemade numerical simulation program uses an explicit finite difference scheme based on the
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CE/SE method, and the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the source terms of the
governing equations. In addition, the stability is assured by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
criterion.

Verification of the Numerical Method

To demonstrate the reliability of the numerical simulation program, simulations for SOD problem
have been performed by different grids, and the simulation results are compared with the theoretical
results. Moreover, the grid resolution is further demonstrated by 3D simulations for the Al/air
mixtures two-phase detonation.

SOD Problem

Two different grids, a coarse grid size of 2 mm and a refined grid size of 1 mm, are adopted to
simulate the shock tube problem which has the exact theoretical solution (Toro 2009) respectively.
A tube with a size of 1 m × 0.1 m × 0.1 m is filled with the ideal gas, and there is a diaphragm at
x = 0.5 m separating the gas to two parts, the initial states of the two parts of the gas are

ðρ; ux; uy; uz; pÞ ¼ ð10kg=m3; 0; 0; 0; 1MPaÞ 0 � x � 0:5m
ð1:25kg=m3; 0; 0; 0; 0:1MPaÞ 0:5m< x � 1m

�
(17)

Simulation starts at the time when the diaphragm bursts; then, two parts of the gas begin to mix.
Figure 1 shows the distributions of the gas density and the gas pressure at the same moment by
simulations and theory, respectively. It appears that the simulation results by two different grids are
both in good agreement with the theoretical results, indicating that the grid size at the range of
1 ~ 2 mm is suitable for simulation. The results confirm the reliability of the numerical method.

Table 1. Parameters for numerical simulation.

Parameter Value

Al density, ρ2 (kg/m
3) 2700

Melting temperature of Al, Tm (K) 931
Specific heat capacity of Al, cv2 (J/(kg·K)) 905
Released energy per unit mass of Al, qAl (J/kg) 3.15 × 107

Latent heat of vaporization for A12O3, Lv (J/kg) 4.77 × 106
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Figure 1. Comparison of simulated and theoretical distributions for gas density and gas pressure.
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Two-phase Detonation

In order to validate the grid size for the two-phase detonation problem, three different grids: 1 mm,
2 mm, and 5 mm are used to perform the 3D simulation, respectively, for the Al/air mixtures
detonation (the case is same to that in the following Section Al/air mixtures detonation). The
simulation results for the distributions of the gas pressure, gas density, and the Al volume fraction
at t = 4 ms by the three different grids are shown in Figure 2. It appears that the simulation results by
the three different grids are in good agreement, despite the 5 mm grid simulates a slightly wider
wavefront. The simulation results for the two-phase reactive flow confirm the grid resolution.

Simulation Results and Analysis

To verify the improved reaction model of aluminum particles, 3D simulation for Al/air mixtures
detonation is performed. For explaining the improvement of the new model, the simulation for the
Al/air mixtures detonation with the previous model is also carried out for comparison. Besides, in
order to test the validity of the improved reaction model for different oxidizing atmosphere, the
numerical simulation for the detonation of Al particles/pure oxygen mixtures is performed.

Al/air Mixtures Detonation

The detonation of flake Al particles/air mixtures in tube is considered based on the experiment
carried out by Li et al. (Li 2017). According to the experiment, the flake Al particles with the average
size of 15 μm × 12 μm × 0.8 μm were dispersed uniformly in the detonation tube with the diameter
of 0.199 m, due to the 90% efficiency of dispersion, the concentration of the Al particles σ2 is
405 g/m3.

Considering that the detonation tube is axisymmetric, a quarter of the flow field is chosen as the
computational domain. Figure 3(a) displays the transverse cross-section of the computational
domain (99.5 mm × 99.5 mm), 81 grid nodes are used in both the Y and Z directions, which
means that the mesh interval is 1.244 mm. In the Cartesian frame, the tube wall is approximately
processed and is composed of horizontal and vertical elements. The length of the computational
domain is 14 m, and the mesh interval is 1.25 mm, namely, 11201 grid nodes are used in the
X direction. In order to improve the computational efficiency and reduce cost, the grid nodes outside
the tube wall, which are displayed by pale part in Figure 3(a), will not participate in the
calculation. The total number of the grid node in the simulation run is more than 60 million;
therefore, the numerical simulation is performed on 224 processors with a parallelization based on
the MPI technique. The length of the tube is divided into 224 segments, and each of the processors
calculates a 0.0625 m long part of the domain. There are 14 monitoring points positioned on the
tube wall every 1 m along the X direction recording the pressure histories.

The boundary conditions at the tube wall and the left closed wall of the detonation tube
correspond to the rigid wall, and the boundary condition at the right end of the tube is flow out.
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)
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Figure 2. Simulated distributions for gas pressure, gas density, and Al volume fraction at t = 4 ms by different grids.
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In addition, the boundaries at the XOY and the XOZ planes are processed by the periodic boundary
method, namely, the boundary conditions at the two planes are correspondingly equal. Figure 3(b)
shows the initial pressure contour for 0.5 m long part of the computational domain, the ignition
region is 0.15 m long at the left side of the tube. Considering that the present study focuses on the
steady detonation propagation whose parameters are not affected by the ignition source (Veyssiere,
Khasainov, and Briand 2008), the ignition conditions are not unique. This simulation uses a strong
ignition source, the N2 with high pressure and high velocity is filled in the ignition region and its
initial parameters are ρ1 = 5 kg/m3, T1 = 2980 K, ux = 850 m/s, uy = uz = 0. The right blue region is
the partial domain of the Al/air mixtures, and the initial parameters are consistent with the
experimental values (Li 2017): ρ1 = 1.69 kg/m3, σ2 = 405 g/m3, T1 = T2 = 298 K, |u| = 0, |v| = 0.

Figure 4 shows the calculated pressure histories of the 14 monitoring points on the tube wall, it
can be observed that the peak pressure of the detonation wave increases slowly before the 2 m
location. The explanation is that the pressure of the detonation wave at that time is relatively lower,
and the gas temperature is relatively lower too, which results that the Al particles heating is slower
and it prolongs their ignition time; thus, the energy release is relative later. With the increase of the

Figure 3. Transverse cross-section of the computational domain and initial pressure contour of partial domain.
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Figure 4. Pressure histories at different locations for the detonation of Al/air mixtures.
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leading shock wave pressure, the Al particles can be ignited and release energy more quickly, which
leads the detonation wave pressure to increase more quickly. Finally, it develops into a steady
propagating detonation wave at about the 12 m location, after which, the peak pressure of the
detonation wave keeps constant with 4.82 MPa.

Figure 5 displays the instantaneous distributions at t = 9.07 ms of the gas pressure, gas
temperature, gas density, gas velocity in the X direction, volume fraction of Al particles and Al
particles velocity in the X direction for partial computational domain, where the steady detonation
wave propagates at that time. One can see that, under the action of the leading shock wave, the gas is
rapidly compressed to be with high pressure. Both the gas and the Al particles are accelerated; hence,
the Al particles aggregate and increase the local concentration of them. There is an induction time
for the Al particles ignition, and they will not release energy instantly when the shock front passes.
As a result, the temperature of the gas which follows the shock front is relatively lower than that of
the gas which is far behind the shock front, as shown in the gas temperature contour. Due to the
tube wall friction, the gradients in the radial direction for these physical quantities can be observed,
particularly for the velocities.

The calculated velocity D and peak pressure pmax for the steady detonation wave are listed in
Table 2, they agree quite well with the experimental values: 1535 m/s and 4.8 MPa (Li 2017), with
relative errors 1.4% and 0.4%, respectively, which demonstrate the improved reaction model for Al
particles. Furthermore, the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) parameters for the two-phase detonation wave
are also obtained, the condition D = uCJ+cCJ, in which uCJ and cCJ are the gas velocity and the sound

Figure 5. Distributions of gas pressure p, gas temperature T1, gas density ρ1, gas velocity in the X direction ux, volume fraction of
Al particles φ2, and Al particles velocity in the X direction vx around the detonation wave for Al/air mixtures at t = 9.07 ms.
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speed in the gas, respectively, is satisfied at the CJ plane. According to the simulation results, the CJ
plane is 2.49 m away from the shock front, and the volume fraction of the Al particles φ2 at the CJ
plane still remains 1.2% of the initial value, this suggests that the reaction zone of the two-phase
detonation is longer than that of the gas-phase detonation.

Figure 6 shows the distribution profiles of the two-phase velocities in the X direction, gas
temperature and concentrations of the gas species and the Al particles at the detonation tube axis.
It is revealed that after the detonation wave passes, the gas velocity rises rapidly, and then the Al
particles velocity rises under the drag force of the air. Due to the large inertia of the solid phase, the
Al particles velocity declines more slowly, and it is even greater than the gas velocity in the space that
is far behind the shock front.

The gas temperature rises under the actions of the leading shock wave and the Al particles
combustion, it is worthy to be noted that the gas temperature will not keep rising by the energy
release of the Al combustion, but is limited at about 4000 K, this is the result of the endothermic
decomposition reaction of Al2O3 which is introduced into the reaction model for Al particles in the
present study, and this is in accordance with the experimental phenomenon (Glassman 1993).
Besides, one can see that the gas temperature decreases slightly with the distance away from the
shock front increases, the reason is that the boiling temperature of Al2O3, which determines whether
the endothermic reverse reaction occurs or not and limits the maximum gas temperature, decreases
with the pressure decreases based on the Clapeyron equation (Shen and Tong 2007).

Similarly, the concentrations of the Al particles and the gas components rise instantly once the
shock front passes, then the Al particles and the O2 component are consumed quickly by the
reaction. According to the simulation results, the concentrations of the Al particles and the O2 at
the 12.5 m location remain 19% and 45% of their initial values, respectively, at t = 9.07 ms.

Improvement of the New Model

For comparison, 3D numerical simulation for the Al/air mixtures detonation (case same to that in
section 4.1) has been performed by the previous model without the reverse decomposition reaction.
The simulation results by the two models are analyzed as below.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of their simulated results for the distributions of gas temperature
and gas pressure around the steady detonation wave at the same time. It can be observed that the
simulated gas temperature of the flow field behind the detonation wave by the previous model is up
to about 4700 K, which is significantly higher than the boiling temperature of Al2O3. Considering

Table 2. Parameters of the steady propagating detonation wave for Al/air mixtures.

Parameters D(m/s) pmax (MPa) pCJ(MPa) ρCJ(kg/m
3) uCJ(m/s) TCJ(K) LCJ(m)

Simulation results 1513 4.82 2.13 2.59 436 3921 2.49

*LCJ: the distance between the CJ plane and the detonation wavefront.
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Figure 6. Longitudinal distributions of two-phase velocities in the X direction, gas temperature, concentrations of gas species and
Al particles at the tube axis at t = 9.07 ms.
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that Al2O3 does not exist in gaseous state, it is reasonable and necessary to include the decomposi-
tion reaction of Al2O3 in the reaction model. Besides, one can also see that the detonation pressure
and detonation velocity simulated by the previous model are slightly greater than that of the
improved reaction model.

Based on the above analysis, the improved model can accurately simulate the flow field and reflect
the existing decomposition reaction of Al2O3 for Al suspensions detonation.

Al/O2 Mixtures Detonation

The detonation experiment of Al particles/pure oxygen mixtures conducted by Dr. Sturtzer et al.
(Sturtzer 2014) is considered. It was carried out in a self-made corner, Figure 8 shows the config-
uration of the experiment. In the initial moment, the Al/O2 mixtures were filled in the cuboid plastic
package with a size of 2 m × 2.2 m × 2.2 m. The flake Al particles with an average diameter of 30 μm
were used and their concentration is 1.86 kg/m3. The ignition source is 250 g C4 explosive in the
corner, and two sets of sensors have recorded the pressure histories at different locations.

A 3D computational model with a size of 2.4 m × 2.4 m × 2.4 m is built to perform the
simulation, Figure 9 shows the initial distribution of Al particles for the partial computational
domain. The ignition region is 1/8 sphere with a radius of 0.2 m at the corner, and the ignition
source is simplified as N2 whose mass and energy are equal to that of the 250 g C4 explosive. In
order to ensure spherical flow, the velocity of the ignition source N2 is radial direction outward,
and its initial parameters are: ρ1 = 59.7 kg/m3, T1 = 2000 K, |u| = 2858 m/s (they are set to conform
to the C4 explosion as far as possible but not unique). The initial parameters of the Al/O2 mixtures
are consistent with the experimental values: ρ1 = 1.28 kg/m3, σ2 = 1.86 kg/m3, T1 = T2 = 298 K, |
u| = 0, |v| = 0. Similar to Dr. Sturtzer’s simulation work, the flake Al particle is equivalent to the
spherical particle with a diameter of 8.6 μm, and based on the size of the flake particle, the surface
area ratio β (Equation (14) in the paper) is 6.28. The boundary conditions at the XOY, YOZ, and
XOZ planes correspond to the rigid wall, and the boundary conditions at the other three planes are
flow out.

Considering the large computational domain, the mesh intervals in the X, Y, and Z directions are
all 5 mm, namely, 481 grid nodes are used in each direction. The computational domain is averagely
divided into six parts in all the three directions; thus, it is divided into 216 cuboid computational
domains with a size of 0.4 m × 0.4 m × 0.4 m, and the numerical simulation is performed on 216
processors with a parallelization based on the MPI technique. There are 13 monitoring points on the
computational domain’s diagonal line which crosses the corner point recording the pressure
histories.
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Figure 7. Comparison of distributions of gas temperature T1 and gas pressure p around the steady detonation wave by two
models.
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Figure 8. Configuration of the Al/O2 mixtures detonation experiment.

Figure 9. Initial distribution of Al particles for partial computational domain.
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Figure 10 shows the instantaneous distributions at t = 0.82 ms of gas pressure p, gas temperature
T1, gas density ρ1, and volume fraction of Al particles φ2 for partial computational domain with
a size of 1.6 m × 1.6 m × 1.6 m. It can be observed that the spherical detonation wave propagates
outward, and its peak pressure is about 3.7 MPa at that time. Due to the flow out of the gas, the gas
density near the corner decreases, and it leads to the low pressure of this area. Under the action of
the leading shock wave, the Al particles aggregate and begin to combust, resulting in a high
temperature of the flow field. The Al particles near the corner almost burn out at that time; thus,
the temperature of the gas near the corner is relatively lower than that of the gas which follows the
shock front, as shown in the gas temperature contour.

Figure 11 shows the calculated pressure histories of the 13 monitoring points on the computa-
tional domain’s diagonal line. In the earlier time, the peak pressure of the shock wave generated by
the ignition source decreases with the increase of the distance, when it decays to 3.1 MPa at about
1.73 m, the energy released by the Al combustion is able to make it not decay anymore. After that,
the detonation wave pressure even increases slowly due to Al combustion. In fact, the two-phase
detonation has not yet developed into a stable stage within the short distance.

The detonation velocities are calculated based on the detonation wave arrival time at different
locations. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the simulated and the experimental detonation
velocities. Considering that the ignition source used in the computational model is not exactly

Figure 10. Distributions of gas pressure p, gas temperature T1, gas density ρ1, and volume fraction of Al particles φ2 for Al/O2

mixtures detonation at t = 0.82 ms.
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the same as the experimental ignition source, it is reasonable for the large relative error between the
simulated and the experimental velocities at the flow field near the ignition region. While at the
flow field that is more than 1 m away from the ignition region, the influence caused by the
difference between the ignition sources becomes less, it appears that the simulated and the
experimental results are almost consistent, with relative errors basically lower than 4%, indicating
that the improved Al reaction model is suitable for the simulation of the Al/O2 mixtures
detonation.

Conclusions

Modeling of aluminum reaction is the major difficulty in the numerical simulation for two-phase
detonation of aluminum suspensions. In this study, the reaction model is improved by introducing
the decomposition reaction of the product Al2O3, and the new model is more realistic. Afterward, it
is incorporated into the numerical code to simulate the two-phase detonations for Al/air mixtures
and Al/O2 mixtures, respectively, good agreements are observed between the simulation results and
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Figure 11. Pressure histories at different distances from the corner point.
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Figure 12. Comparison of simulated and experimental detonation velocities at different locations.
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the experimental results, which indicates that the improved reaction model for Al particles can
simulate the two-phase detonation of Al suspensions in different oxidizing atmosphere.
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